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SCRUTINY COMMITTEE REPORT

To:  Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen

Estyn Thematic Reviews

1.0 SUMMARY OF THE REPORT

1.1 The purpose of the report is to update LAESCYP Scrutiny members on the actions 
the consortium, local authority and schools have taken against the thematic reports 
undertaken by Estyn during the academic year 2016/7

2.0 RECOMMENDATION(S)

2.1 The content of this report is discussed and noted.

3.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1 Every year Estyn carry out a number of thematic reviews across Wales in relation to 
activities that support learning. Following these reviews reports are published which 
outline a series of recommendations for Welsh Government, Consortia, local 
authorities and schools. 
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4.0 WHERE WE ARE NOW

4.1 The attached appendix outlines the work that has been carries out within the 
Consortium and in the local authority in respect of the thematic reviews undertaken 
in 2016/17. These reviews were:-

o Effective management of school workforce attendance in primary 
schools

o A review of healthy relationships education
o Managing money – Financial education in primary and secondary 

schools in Wales
o Science and design technology at key stage 2
o Careers – The implementation of the careers and world of work 

framework in secondary schools
o Science at key stage 3 and key stage 4
o Active and experiential learning: effective foundation phase practice in 

delivering literacy and numeracy in Year 1 and Year 2

4.2 Estyn produce training materials for schools following the publication of the reports. 
One of the roles of the Consortium is to ensure that schools access these materials if 
and when applicable to their needs.

5.0 WHERE WE WANT TO BE

5.1 The Local authority’s ambition is to be ranked in the top ten performing local 
authorities in Wales by 2020 and to support schools in delivering a high quality 
educational experience for all learners.

6.0 WHAT WE NEED TO DO NEXT

6.1 In order to achieve our ambition the local authority will:
o Signpost schools to the relevant reports and training materials when 

they are published
o Ensure that Challenge adviser have access to the materials and use 

them where appropriate to support their schools.

7.0 CONTRIBUTION TO WELLBEING OBJECTIVES

7.1    The contents of this report relate to the following Wellbeing Objectives:

 Best start to life: Children and young people are equipped with the 
skills they need to be successful learners and confident individuals.
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